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1. INTRODUCTION 
The differential-difference equation of retarded type 
where the positive functions A,(x) are defined for x > m, occurs in the 
transport theory of neutrons which are slowed-down in an infinite medium 
containing a mixture of N elements [l]. 
In the case of a homogeneous medium [2], i.e., N = 1, Eq. (1) reduces to 
the form 
f’(x) = - 44f(x - l), (2) 
with A(x) G A,(x) > 0 defined for x > 1. 
In a recent book by Bellman and Cooke [3] Eq. (2) is repeatedly treated 
in the case - A(x) E 1. A detailed study of Eq. (2) in the two cases: (1) A(x) 
is summable over the interval [l, + 001, i.e., s,” A(x) dx is bounded; 
(2) A(x) 3 X (constant), may be found in [4]. There a solutionf(x) satisfying 
a prescribed initial condition in the interval [0, l] has been obtained by a 
process of continuation from one interval to the next. Besides, the asymptotic 
behavior of f(x) ( w h ose knowledge is the central question in the physical 
problem under consideration) has been determined by taking the limit of the 
step-by-step solution in an appropriate fashion. 
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In the present paper we extend to the case of N retardations, i.e., to Eq. (l), 
the results obtained for the case N = 1 in [4]. The asymptotic behavior of 
the solution is studied under the assumption that each function A,(x) is 
summable over the interval [m, + co], and also for the case A,(x) G A, . 
The uniform and absolute convergence of a series representation of the 
asymptotic behavior is proved. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A CONTINUOUS SOLUTION BY THE METHOD 
OF CONTINUATION 
In the physical problem we are dealing with, the functions A,(x) appearing 
in Eq. (1) 
f’(X) = - 2 4nW(x - ml (1) 
W&=1 
are defined for x > m as follows: 
A,(X) = 4 h,(x - m) exp [ - jl-, gr f h,(r) dt] , m = 1,2,..., N (3) 
where h,(x) represents the probability of scattering of a neutron which has a 
collision with the mth element of the mixture, with 
0 < h,(x) < 1. (4) 
We extend the definition of A,(x) to the whole interval [0, + ok] by 
setting 
A,(x) = 0 for x Cm, (5) 
or, equivalently, 
h,(x) 3 0 for x < 0. (5’) 
The value of the functionf(x) is prescribed in the interval [0, 11 by the con- 
dition 
f(x) = 1, O<x<l. 
By virtue of (5), in the interval [l, 2) Eq. (1) reduces to 
f'(x) = -&x)f(x - 11, l<x<2 
that is, taking (6) into account, 
f'(x) = -A,(x), l<x<2. 
Furthermore, in the interval [2, 3) Eq. (1) becomes 
f'(x) = - 4(x)f(x - 1) -4?(x)f(x - 21, 2<x<3, 
(6) 
(7) 
(7’) 
(8) 
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and in the next interval 
f’(x) = - A,(x)f(x - 1) - A,(x)f(x - 2) - As(X)f(X - 3), 3 < x < 4. 
(9) 
From the interval N < x < N + 1 on, the whole Eq. (1) holds. 
Let us now seek for a positive and continuous solution f(x) satisfying 
the initial condition (6). Actually the physical problem requires that the 
solution has assigned discontinuities of first kind at the points x = 1, x = 2,. . . , 
x = N and is continuous elsewhere [l], [2]. However we shall here assume 
thatf(x) is everywhere continuous. This assumption clearly does not change 
the mathematical nature of the problem and, on the other hand, avoids a 
cumbersome expression of the solution. 
Thus, integrating (7’) yields, sincef(1) = 1, 
f(x) = 1 - 1: A,(t) dt, ldx<2. 
Substituting (10) and (6) into (8), we obtain 
f’(x) = - A,(x) + A,(x) jr-’ A,(t) dt - 4(x), 2<x<3, (11) 
and hence, since 
f(2) = 1 - s: 4(t) dt, 
f(x) = 1 -[jr 40) dt +s: A,(t) d ]+ j; M,) dt, ,:‘-’ 4(t,) dt, 
2<x<3. (12) 
Proceeding in this fashion, we get in the interval [3,4), after substituting 
(12), (lo), (6) into (9) and integrating 
f(x) = 1 -[I: A,(t) d  +s: A,(t) d  +j-1 4(t) dt] 
+ [j-l 4(tJ 4s:‘-’ 4(t,) 4+ s,; 4(h) 4 ,:‘-’ A,(h) 4
+ 1: 4(tl) 4 ,:‘-” 4tz) d”2] 
- 1: 4W 4 ,:I-’ 4t,) 4s:‘” 4s) 4, 3<x<4. 
(13) 
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Let us temporarily suppose x < N + I. Define the functions 
F,(x) = 1 @i*.i,....,&)~ I 
kdl 
k&dp’,+i,+...+ik<n 
x>,k’ (15) 
with fl = [xl, i.e., 1~ < x < n + 1. The sum in (15) is over all ordered sets 
of k integers i1 , i2 ,..., iI, such that 
h=l 
Let us denote such a sum by the symbol C&,,,,,,i, .Then, taking account 
of (16), relation (15) may also be written 
n-k+1 
F,(x) = C C* @i,,i,,....ik(x)* 
i,=l i,,i,.....ib 
(15’) 
Furthermore, we easily get from (14) 
@&.i2.. ..,dx> = Ail(x) @pie, . . . ,i,tx - 9, (17) 
so that, differentiating both sides of (15’) and making use of (17), we obtain 
n-k+1 
F,'(x) = c c* Ail(X) @i2,....& - 4) 
Q-1 i,,i,,...,ik 
that is 
n-k+1 
= i& Ail(X) C* @t*~....ik(~ - 'A 
i,,i,,...,i, 
n-k+1 
$-k)(X) = c &,(x)Fk-,(x - ‘l)Y 
i,=l 
or, equivalently, 
(18) 
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Now, with the aid of (18’), we prove by induction that, for II < N, the solu- 
tion of Eq. (1) has the expression 
f(x) = 5 (- l)“FkM n<x<n+l, (19 
k=O 
with 
F,(x) E.5 1. (15”) 
Equation (19) holds for rz = 0, 1,2,3 [cf. (6), (lo), (12), (13)]. Moreover, if 
we suppose that it is valid for all integers less than n, from Eq. (1) we get 
f’(X) = - i: Am(x)y= (- l)kF,(X - m) 
m-1 k-0 
= - i A,(x) -f+l (- l)‘-l F,+,(x - m), n<x<n+l; 
W&=1 k-l 
or, by reversing the order of summation and putting m = i, , 
f’(X) = i (- l)k “r ‘$l(X)Fk-& - il). 
k=l i,=l 
Finally, using the continuity of f(x) and integrating (20) between 
2.1 + is + --* + ik and X, yields 
f+) = il (- ‘jk ^g /;l,,,..e+ik Ai,(t)Fk-l(t - &> & (20’) 
so that Eq. (19) follows from (20’), (18’). 
Let us now leave out the condition x < N + 1. We see that Eq. (19) still 
holds with a slightly different definition of the functions Fk(x). Indeed, for 
x > N + 1 Eq. (1) may be written 
f’@) = - f 4&)f(~ - m), n<x<n+1 
rn=l 
with the condition 
A,(x) = 0 for m > N. (21) 
So it is not difficult o verify that Eq. (19) can be obtained by a procedure 
formally equivalent to the foregoing one, merely by changing (16) into 
h-l 
with L = min (n, KN), since (21) implies i, < N for any n. 
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Thus, in general, the functions Fk(x) can be defined for x > R by the for- 
mula 
Fk(X) = c* @i,,i,.....i*w~ 
i 
k>l 
i,,i,.....& x>k 
(22) 
where the functions @i,,i,, . ,. ,i,(x) are given by (14) and the indices 
. . zr , zs ,..., iI, are subject either to the condition (16) or (16’) according to 
whether x < N + 1 or x > N + 1, respective1y.l 
It is useful to extend the definition (22) to the values x < k by setting, in 
conformity with (5) : 
F,(x) = 0, k > n = [xl. (22’) 
In conclusion, for any x > 0 the solution f(x) of Eq. (1) satisfying the 
initial condition (6) can be written in the form (19), or also in the form 
f(x) = f (- l)kFk(4, 
k=O 
(19’) 
which formally makes the upper limit in the summation independent of x. 
As a final remark, let us consider the case N = 1, i.e., Eq. (2). Clearly, 
(16’) reduces to 
ih = 1 (h = 1, 2 ,..., k), 
since K < 71. Therefore (22) takes the form 
Fk(x) = QiLL...J(x)~ k3 1, 
and hence, using (14) and putting A,(x) = A(x), 
F,(x) = 1; A(t,) dt, 1;:’ A(t,) dt, *** l;-l-’ A(t,) dtk , 
i.e., the same expression already found directly in [4]. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTIONS Fk(x) 
In this Section we shall derive certain useful properties of the functions 
Fk(x) by means of the fundamental recurrence relations (18), (18’), where we 
must obviously change 12 into L = min (n, kN) in order to make them valid 
for any x. 
I Actually, for JC < N + 1 (16’) reduces to (16). 
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(i) Every Fk(x) is an increasing function of x for x > k, i.e., 
Fk’(X) > 0, x > k. (23) 
PROOF. Since A,(x) > 0, from (14) and (22) it follows also F,(x) > 0. 
Combining this with (18) yields the desired result. 
(ii) Suppose F,(x) < 1. Then, f or any fixed x 3 1, F*(x) is a decreasing 
function of the index k for k < [xl, i.e.,2 
F,+,(x) < FkW. (24) 
PROOF. Let us proceed by induction. Recalling that F,,(x) = 1 and 
F,(x) < 1, we readily get (24) for k = 0. Moreover, for k > 1 we start 
from the relation 
F,(x - il) <F&x - iI). 
Multiplying it by &l(x) an d summing over i1 in an appropriate fashion, we 
have 
L-k L-k+1 
& Ai,(x> Fk(x - &) < & Ail(x) Fk-l(x - il)s 
1 
If we integrate the left-hand side between ir + i2 + *** + i, + ik+r and x, 
the right-hand side between i, + i2 + ... + ik and x, we obtain (24) by 
virtue of (18’). 
(iii) For any fixed x > 1 we have 
1 
FkW < g [FIWlk, k > 1. 
PROOF. From (i) it follows that 
Fk-l(X - i1) < Fk-l(X), 
and (26) enables us to write successively 
L-k+1 
& b,(x)Fk-,@ - id <F&X) i Ai,(X)t 
i,-1 
L-k+1 z 
& jil+i2+...+ik A&) Fk-l(t - ;l) dt < ,:, Fk-l(f) i A&) dt* 
ip=l 
(25) 
(26) 
* Recall that for x > k we have (22’). 
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Since (18) for k = 1 becomes 
with L = min (n, N), and taking account of (18’), we have 
F&) < j-= Fk--l(t) Fl’(t) dt, 
il 
and hence, for k = 2 
F,(x) < 4 Pd412* 
Then, assuming that 
Fk-,(x) < (k A I)! [Fl(X>lk-l, 
(27) 
(28) 
we can easily deduce (25) from (27) and (28). This completes the proof by 
induction. 
(iv) Suppose A,(x) E A, (constant). Then for k Q [z] the functions 
Fk(x) can be written in the form 
F&4 = (29) 
with the conditio?zs 
k, > 0, 2 Sk, S [xl. (30) 
S==l 
PROOF. Using (22) and (14) with A,(x) 3 A, and integrating, we get 
F,(x) = c* &hi, -‘- hi, 
[x - i iJk 
i,.i,.....ie 
;;I . 
If now introduce N indices k, 2 0 (s = 1, 2,..., N) (i.e. as many indices as 
the constants A,), such that 
glk8 =k glsks = gl& < [xl9 (30’) 
there are clearly k!/(k,! k,! -*- k,!) equal terms Ail&, -.* Air which may be 
written in the form ApAp --a X&N. Thus Eq. (29) follows. 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
We recall that the solution of the problem (l), (6) can be put in the form 
(19’),where the functions F&z) are given by 
s t . . k-1-ik-1 A&.) dt, , 1<k<[.q, (31) it 
and by (15”) and (22’) for k = 0 and k > [x], respectively. 
Now, according to the physical problem, we shall make the following 
assumptions: 
(a) Every function A,(x) is summable over the interval [m, + co], i.e., 
there do exist N constants B,,, > 0 such that 
s +=Q 4&) h -=c J’L , 
??I = 1, 2 ,..., N
m 
6) 5 1” A,(x) dx = Ml < 1. (32) 
m-1 * 
Let us assume henceforth x > N. Then (32) is the same as 
limF,(x) = Ml < 1, 
1G- (33) 
and combining this with (23) implies 
F,(x) < 1, x2 1. (34) 
Therefore we can state that (24) holds. Hence, from (19’) and (22’) it follows 
that for any positive integer R > N 
f(x) = f (-- l)kFk(d + pR@% 
k-0 
where the error p&) = 0 for x < R + 1, whereas for x > R + 1 
1 pR&) 1 < FR+~(x) < (R : 1)1 [pdX)lR+l* tx > R + ‘) 
as a consequence of (24) and (25). 
(35) 
(36) 
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The usefulness of (36) is in that it enables us to determine a priori, for 
any R (merely by means of the calculation of F,(x)) an upper bound of the 
error in (35). 
Let us now turn to the study of the asymptotic behavior off(x) as x -+ CC. 
We begin by observing that, using (23) and taking the limit as x - CC 
of both sides of (25), from (33) we get 
Fk(x) < Mk = limF,(x) < F. e-tm (37) 
Then, since the convergence of the series in (19’) is obviously uniform, we 
have 
f = limf(x) = f (- 1)” Mk = c: (38) 
k=O 
Furthermore, making use of the absolute convergence of the exponential 
series C&, M,“/K!, it follows from (37) that the series in (38) is absolutely 
convergent, too. 
We can conclude that the solutionf(x) of (l), (6) approaches a constant 
value as x + 03,~ so that we can write the asymptotic formula 
f(x) = E + 41) (x -+ co). 
5. THE EQUATION WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
Let us now consider another interesting case, i.e., that corresponding to 
constant probabilities of scattering h,(x). Then we see from (3) that Eq. (1) 
becomes 
f’(x) = - 2 Lf(x - 4, 
m=l 
(39) 
where the constants A,,, > 0 are given by the expression 
with 
3 Clearly, this is still true if we drop the minus sign in Eq. (1). This last result 
can be also easily proved by applying the classical Bellman-Gronwall inequality, 
after integrating and taking the absolute value in both sides of Eq. (1). Hypothesis (32) 
is not needed for this result. 
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and 
(41) 
Furthermore we define the constant 
(42) 
VIZ=1 
and from (40), (41) it follows that 
h=He-H<l. 
e (41’) 
The solution of (39), (6) can still be written 
f(x) = f (- l)“F*(x), n<x<n+l, (19) Ic=o 
where the functions F*(x) are given by (29). 
If we now take formally the limit as rz --f co of (19), the asymptotic behavior 
off(x) can be inferred by means of the series 
with CC1 sk, < [xl. 
We have 
where the equality sign holds only when N = 1. Moreover, since 
and, recalling (42), 
588 
we get 
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Also in (44) and (45) the equality sign holds only when N = 1. 
It can be easily proved, by means of the Kth root test, that the series 
provided h < (1 /e), converges absolutely and uniformly. 
Furthermore, we were able to prove in [4], by resorting to a theorem of 
Lagrange on implicit functions [5] (for a different approach, see also [6]), that 
the series (46) converges to the sum 
e-tZ 
i-7’ 
where 5 is the real root < 1 of the transcendental equation in a 
h = are-. (47) 
It follows then from (45), (41’) that for any N the series (43) is absolutely 
and uniformly convergent. Moreover, in the case N = 1 we see by (45) 
(with the equality sign) and (47), remembering (41), (419, that the sum of the 
series (43) is 
Let us conclude by pointing out an interesting feature of the asymptotic 
formula (48). If we seek directly for an exponential solution, substituting 
f(x) = e*” in the equationf’(x) = - h,f(x - 1) gives 
a = A@, 
and since for N = 1 we have X = Ai and H = h, , this transcendental equa- 
tion has the solution a = h, [cf. (41’)]. However, we could not, by this proce- 
dure, carry through the determination of the constant l/(1 - h,), which 
completely defines the asymptotic behavior of the solution under considera- 
tion. Furthermore, e-hllc is just one possible solution: there is nothing that, 
a priori, could suggest that it is also the asymptotic form of our solution, cor- 
responding to our initial condition. 
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